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About This Game

Shoot to move. Shoot to make music. This retro twin-stick shooter brings back the feel of a classic arcade game with thumping
synth beats and sound generated by your actions. Master the unique 1-1 control mechanics to unlock the perfect build, all

while racking up style points by laying down sweet bass lines.

Twin Synth is part game, part groovebox. It's part twin-stick shooter, part synthesizer.

Feel the beat in this action-packed & rhythmic twin-stick shooter where two guns are better than one. Use the unique
momentum-based movement to synthesize a symphony of sound while you play or delve deep into the custom 'synth section'

at any time to craft your own soundtrack.

The only game that let's you literally create the soundtrack while you play - no audio samples are used in the game at all (all
sounds are generated at runtime) and so the player has full control over what they hear.
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No thrusters, no engines, just Twin blasters. Shooting pushes you in the opposite direction, so shoot carefully! Shoot both
guns at once for some high-level techniques.

A fully featured 16 channel mixer & synth control section gives you complete control of the sound at any time. Actions made
here are carried through into gameplay and vice-versa. This means you can tweak the synths to make new unique sounds or

just grab a ready-to-go preset and perform for your friends.
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Unique control mechanics: shoot two guns at once. More guns, more fun.

Unique movement mechanics: move only through your recoil - be careful where you shoot.

Unique music-based gameplay - you make the music while you play.

Endlessly addictive arcade gameplay - master your technique & show off for style points.

The unique 'Synth Section', accessible at any time, allows you to change any of the game's sounds on-the-fly.

Unlock game-changing upgrades to choose how you play and craft your favourite build.

Unlock new visual skins & sets of sounds to tinker with in the synth section.

Test your skills against the final boss in Challenge Mode.

Aim for the high score in the classic arcade-inspired Endless Mode.

Experiment with unlocked sets or make your own sounds to perform with in Freeplay Mode.

Local Co-Op - play with a friend in any game mode - each player controls 1 gun.

Infinite replayability, high scores, achievements, challenges & all the good stuff.

16 synth channels with dedicated sequencers, volume sliders, and mute & solo buttons.

Cross modulation.

Waveform selection.
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Oscillator transposition.

Master FX (Reverb, Delay, Distortion, Stutter).
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Title: Twin Synth
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Joe Chatfield
Publisher:
Joe Chatfield
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018
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